Abstract-In this paper, we present two new methods for Vowel-Consonant segmentation of a co-articulated hasicunits employed in our Thirukkural Tamil Text-to-Speech synthesis system [I]. The basic-units considered in [I] are CV, VC, VCV, VCCV and VCCC, where C stands for a consonant and V for any vowel. In the first method, we use subspacebased approach for vowel-consonant segmentation. It uses orientedprincipal component analysis (OPCA) where the test feature vectors are projected on to the V and C subspaces. The crossover of the norm-contours obtained by projecting test basic-unit onto the V and C subspaces give the segmentation points which in turn helps in identifying the V and C durations of a test basic-unit. In the second method, we use pmbabilisticprincipaI component analysis (PPCA) [2] to get probability models for V and C. We then use NeymenPearson (NP) test to segment the basic-unit into V and C. Finally, we show that the hypothesis testing turns out to be an energy detector for V-C segmentation which is similar to the first method.
INTRODUCTION
For the purpose of recognition or synthesis, speech often needs to be segmented into phonetic units. Manual segmentation is tedious, time consuming and error prone. Due to variability both in human visual and acoustic perceptual capability, it is almost impossible to reproduce the manual segmentation results. Hence manual segmentation is inherently inconsistent. Automatic sementation is not faultless, but it is inherently consistent and results are reproducible. Ideally, one likes to have an automatic segmentation which can handle basic-units uttered by different speakers. There are two broad categories of speech segmentation [3] namely, implicit and explicit. Implicit methods split up the utterance without explicit information, such as the phonetic transcription, and are based on the definition of a segment as a spectrally stable part ofa signal.
Motivation for Subspace bused Segmentation
In our synthesis scheme [I] , concatenation is always performed across identical vowels. Changes in duration, pitch and amplitude are obtained by processing the vowel parts of the basic-units only. Thus, the segmentation of basic-units into vowel and consonant parts is needed to keep the consonant portion of the waveform intact. Plosives, affricates and fricatives have a common property of low energy when compared with any ofthe vowels. Figure I shows the performance of energy based segmentation for plosive and co-articulated basic-units. As shown in Figs. I(a) and (b), accurate segmentation can be obtained for non co-articulated units, and not for co-articulated basic-units. The ttue consonant part iyi in the signal ieyol is shown in Fig. I(b) with the boundaries dotted.
We propose two methods for co-articulated basic-unit segmentation. In the first method, we use subspace approach using orientedprincipal component anal)j.yis (OPCA) for basicunit segmentation. In the second method, we usepmbabilisticprincipal component analwir (PPCA) [2] to obtain probability models for vowel (V) and cconsonants (C). We employ Neymen-Pearson (NP) test using the probability models for basic-unit segmentation.
2: SUBSPACE BASED SEGMENTATION
When we consider an individual vowel or consonant, there exist techniques like LPC to model their statistical properties, While segmenting the vowel part of a basic-unit, we can consider the vowel information (VI) in the feature vectors as the signal and the consonant information (Cl) as noise. Similarly when the segmentation of the consonant part is required, we can view Cl as signal and VI as noise. We present a linear feature transformation that aims at finding a subspace, of the feature space, in which the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) is maximum. Such a decomposition can be arrived at by representing VI and CI by training vectors obtained using manual segmentation. The directions in the feature space where the SNR is maximum can be obtained by the generalized eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrices of the above vectors. Consider a linear transformation matrix A' that maps the original feature vectors z on to Z. 
Evaluarion of Norm-Contours
The GEVV and GEVCs are obtained by solving equations 5 and 6. The test signal is divided into overlapping'frames. and the feature vector x k corresponding to the ICth frame is obtained using LP-Cepstral coefficients (LPCC). or MelCepstral coefficients (MCC). We evaluate the norm-contours as follows.
Nv and Nc giye the norm-contours from V and C subspaces.
Nom ofthe projection ofthe feature vectors derived from the test basic-unit on GEVV and GEVC givethenorm-contours. One of them represents the vowel information and the other, the consonant information. The resulting n o m contours obtained for a test signal cross each other at the beginning and at the end of consonant region of a given test basic-unit. The segmentation points are the ones where N,(k) = N,(C). We found that optimum results were obtained when M = 3.
STATISTICAL TESTlNG,.FOR SEGMENTATION'
Here, we view the basic-unit segmentation as classifying frames of a given test basic-unit into one of two classes: vow; els and consonants.'This indeed is a hypothesis testing (twoclass) problem and it requires probability models for vowel & consonant anda robust thresholdas well. Tipping and Bishop determining principal components. Using PPCA approach
[Z], we generate probability model for V and C.
Motivation for Hypothesis based Segmentation
In the section 2, we saw the performance of orienredprincipal component analysis based basic-unit segmentation. Although the performance of OPCA is good, the crossovers (threshold) are not robust. So, segmenktionbecomes difficult when there are multiple crossovers. Figure 4 (a) shows a basic-unit iaumail, and Fig. 4(b) shows the nom-contours obtained after projecting the basic-unit in Fig. 4 (a) on V and C subspaces. One can see from Fig. 4(b) that there are multiple crossovers, making it difficult to choose an appropriate threshold for segmentation. Here, classical decision theory [5] can be used to find the robust threshold. Along with the crossover information, decision regarding vowel or.consonant class is used to obtain wrrect segmentation points by eliminating the false crossovers. The class decision is shown in Fig. 4(d) .
Pmbabiliry Models using PPCA
Unlike in PCA, PPCA gives a probability density for the data through a latent variable model. A latent variable model relates a &dimensional observed data vector t to a gdimensional (q < d ) latent vector x by defining a noise model and a prior on the dispibution on the latent variables in the form,
where z is'ab x-independent noise process and U is the (d 
If ?+4 = ozI, the latent variable model is called PPCA [2] . In this terminology, conventional PCA is recovered when a ' --t 0. One of the ways of estimating the parameters of these la- 
d -q ,="+I
To sum up, a Probabilistic PCA is obtained by finding the q principal eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix S, while Gaussian distribution with sample mean and covariance matrix a21 + U U ' , gives the density model.
Vowel-Consonant Segmentation as Hypothesis Testing
To bring the segmentation problem into a Hypothesis testing framework, we need to have a probability model for vowels and consonants. This can be accomplished by calculating U, using equation 10 and plugging U into the covariance model given by C = a21 + UU'. Let us call the probability model for vowels and consonants as C,, and C,,, respectively. We 
RESULTS AND D~SCUSSION
Speech segmentation experiments were conducted on a Kannada speech database spoken by a female volunteer. GEVV's and GEVC's were obtained from a Tamil speech database spoken by a male volunteer using the method discussed in section 2. Feature vectors were obtained for each frame of a test basic-unit. Duration of each frame of speech was 30 ms, with an overlap of 20 ms between successive frames. Each frame of speech was Hamming windowed and processed to yield a 13-dimensional feature vector. The feature vectors used were MCC and LPCC. We have seen in Fig. I(b) that energy based segmentation fails to identify the co-articulated consonant region. On the oth8er hand, in Fig.  2 , the same consonant region has been correctly identified using subspace-based method. Figure 2 (c) also displays the spectrogramofthe basic-unit leyol. Here, spectrogram shows clear second formant transition from the frontal vowel le1 to the back vowel lo1 and the transition region corresponds to the consonant lyl. Basic-unit considered in Fig. 3 is VCCV and both C's are glide and a nasal (lyl and I d ) .
Probability models for V and C were obtained using equations IO, l l and 12. Here, the observed feature vector t, and its dimension is 13, the, latent variable x has dimension of 3. ie., d = 13 and q = 3. Dimension of the latent variable x has been chosen based on the dimensions of GEVV and GEVC. The multiple crossovers present some uncertainty in classifying the basic-units into vowel and consonant parts. By employing classical decision theory, we can remove this uncertainty by choosing a threshold on a statistical basis. In plot 4(d), the basic-unit is seen to he clearly segmented. In Fig. 4(b) , there are multiple crossovers and using the class decision approach shown in Fig. 4(d) . we can eliminate false crossovers. We used fixed Pp, = l V 4 to calculate the threshold, $1. Figure 4 (e) shows the spectrogram of laumail. 
. CONCLUSION
We have presented subspace and hypothesis based methods for co-articulated basic-unit segmentation. The first method uses crossovers of nom-contours for segmentation. Normcontours give a measure of energy in the projected subspaces. There may be an ambiguity when there are multiple crossovers. In the second method this ambiguity is resolved by finding a statistical threshold. The test statistic using NP criterion turns out to be an energy detector as in the first method but without any ambiguity in segmentation. PPCA method can be fulther extended to classify within the vowel or consonant segments in a basic-unit using mixture-PPCA [61.
